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Excellent punched copy, content is in great condition well looked after by previous owner the counters are bagged/sorted and the box has minor
ware to it but has 1 noticeable crease on the front. Roads to Moscow is a two-player game depicting battles in the Soviet Union during the drive
on Moscow in October 1941.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Price £54.95

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerGMT GAMES

Description
Excellent punched copy, content is in great condition well looked after by previous owner the counters are bagged/sorted and the box has minor
ware to it but has 1 noticeable crease on the front.
"All summer they drove us back through the Ukraine
Smolensk and Vyasma soon fell
By Autumn we stood with backs to the town of Orel
Closer and closer to Moscow they come
Riding the wind like a bell...." - Al Stewart, Roads to Moscow
Roads to Moscow is a two-player game depicting battles in the Soviet Union during the drive on Moscow in October 1941. The two separate
battles shown in this game are named for the main objective city on each map, Mozhaysk to the west of Moscow, and Mtsensk to the south.
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Perhaps the most dramatic of the many desperate battles fought in front of Moscow, these two battles combined all the elements of the great
struggle. The Germans have an excellent fighting machine but are short on fuel and time. They must capture their objectives on a tight schedule
or snow and mud will end their offensive. The Soviets are down to the rearward remnants of their once immense armies. If the Soviets can avoid
being encircled by the fast moving German forces, high quality reinforcements from the Far East may finally allow them to stop the German
advance.
Historically, the Soviets stood fast at Mozhaysk, fighting heavily even on the old Napoleonic battlefield of Borodino. Like Napoleon, the Germans
eventually took the field, but at great cost in time and manpower. Near Mtsensk Guderian’s Panzer spearhead advancing north from Orel was
ambushed by the Soviets thereby disrupting the German timetable. This gave the Soviet 6th Guards Rifle Division time to dig-in on the heights
above Mtsensk thereby barring the way to Tula and Moscow.
Roads to Moscow uses the same mechanics found in the acclaimed Roads to Leningrad game, featuring a chit draw for activation of formations.
Both players quickly learn how to use their motorized units effectively for overruns, combined arms, and movement of reserves. The game
includes special rules for Soviet rocket artillery, NKVD, and self-propelled gun units, and fuel supply shortages, and much more, all without
overwhelming play of the game.

COMPONENTS
· 528 5/8" counters
· One 34x22 full color backprinted mapsheet
· Rulebook
· Playbook
· 5 Player Aid Cards
· One ten-sided die
Medium Complexity
High Solitaire Suitability
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